
The Seniors

Congratulations, Seniors

The inaugural class of  the 
Academy will graduate on 
June 4. We are excited to have 
our first group of  students 
complete the requirements of  
this program and congratulate 
them for their achievements.

Class of  2015

Kerrigan Burrell
Evan Dillen
Kathryn Getson
Carla Martz
Zachery Miller
Ian Parker
Kyra Piotrowski
Allison Schultz
Taylor Shade
Ryan Sibbald
Erica Suprynowicz
Josh Valerio
Lisa Yoder
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ACADEMY update
Academy of Medical Arts and Engineering

The Cadaver Lab

Dr. Randy Kulesza of  the LECOM 
College of  Medicine hosted the seniors on 
April 27 for a two-hour, hands-on 
experience in the school’s cadaver lab. The 
students worked with an actual full-body 
specimen, then later examined several 
brains and spinal chord. The students 
found the experience exciting, putting to 
use the knowledge learned in GM’s 
anatomy course. 

EUP Etiquette Dinner

EUP invited our seniors to participate in 
their annual young professionals etiquette 
dinner during which instruction is given in 
how to attend a business reception, 
meeting and greeting people, proper 
dinning etiquette, dressing for success,  
and networking. The presenter Barb 
Ruscitto, is an expert in “soft skills” and 
human resources and works with young 
people to prepare them for the job market. 
The seniors found the event both 
informative and fun.



The Juniors and Sophomores
Ethics Conference

Fifteen juniors attended the Rotary Ethics Conference in March. The 
ethics conference brings together students from nineteen high schools to 
promote thoughtful dialogue about what defines ethical behavior and 
choices. Interactive formats, a play presentation, small classroom 
discussions and an open mic session are used throughout the day. 
Students are introduced to ethical decision making and how the choices 
they make impact their lives, their family, friends, and community. 

Pi Day

The sophomores attended two events at Edinboro University. On 
March 16, they participated in the annual Pi Day activities. The day 
included three seminars on applications of  mathematics. The students 
found Dr. Korey Kilburn’s session on Maximizing Your Prom Date, which 
is an application of  an optimal selection algorithm used in business and 
industry, quite fascinating.

Medical Simulations

On April 17, Dr. Astorino hosted the sophomores in the medical 
simulations lab to work with SimMan, EUP’s $100,000 patient 
simulator. The students used to simulator to test vital signs, ekg, blood 
pressure, pupil reaction and IV administration. They also had the 
opportunity to examine SimMan from an engineering perspective, 
opening the chest to examine the design and circuitry.

Shadow
Experiences

Thirty-two juniors and 
seniors completed 
shadow experiences in 
the engineering and 
medical fields this school 
year. Thank you to our 
partners in this endeavor.
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